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In many ecological studies investigating associations between environmental exposures and
health outcomes, the observed relative risks are in the range 1.0{2.0. The interpretation of
such small relative risks is diÆcult due to a variety of biases, some of which are unique to eco-
logical studies. In this paper the mathematical assumptions of a number of commonly-used
ecological regression models are made explicit, critically assessed, and related to ecological
bias. Methods for determining the likely e�ects of unmeasured confounding and within-
area variability in exposures/confounders are also described. These methods may also be
useful for deciding on the utility of an ecological study, by explicitly considering the likely
size of the association, the strength of confounders and the extent of within-area variability
in exposures/confounders. In a well-designed ecological study in which known confounders
are collected, it is argued that an observed association can only be deemed plausible if the
strength of the association is `large', or if within-area individual-level data on exposures and
confounders are incorporated. With regard to the latter we discuss two-phase designs that
would appear to be useful in environmental settings. The modelling of spatial variability is
considered and related to the underlying continuous spatial �eld. The examination of such
a �eld with respect to the modelling of risk in relation to a point source highlights an incon-
sistency of commonly-used approaches. It is argued that the sophistication of the statistical
analysis should not outweigh the quality of the data.

Keywords: confounding; ecological fallacy; exposure misclassi�cation; pure speci�cation bias;
spatial epidemiology.

1 Introduction

The aim of this paper is to discuss a number of issues relating to ecological studies in the
context of environmental epidemiology. Such studies utilize data at the level of the group
rather than the individual, and have a long history in epidemiology (Morgenstern, 1998), as
well as sociology (Robinson, 1950), political science (Cleave, Brown and Payne, 1995, King,
1997) and geography (Openshaw, 1984). In this paper we concentrate on non-infectious rare
diseases.

Ecological studies are controversial due to a variety of diÆculties that are summarized under
the umbrella term of ecological bias. Incorrect conclusions may be reached in ecological
studies for a variety of reasons (Greenland, 1992) including: pure speci�cation bias which
arises when a nonlinear individual exposure/risk model is assumed to apply at the area
level, within- and between-area confounding, errors-in-variables, e�ect modi�cation and the
lack of mutual standardisation (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1984). Confounding and exposure
misclassi�cation are not unique to ecological studies but can also lead to incorrect inference
in an individual level study. There is a vast literature on ecological bias and the ecological
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fallacy in the epidemiological literature, see for example, Greenland and Morgenstern (1982),
Piantodosi, Byar and Green (1988), Richardson, Stucker and Hemon (1987), Greenland and
Robins (1994).

Ecological studies have a variety of aims including: investigation of the variability of relative
risks across a region (disease mapping), examining the association between risk and envi-
ronmental exposures that may be in air, water or soil (ecological regression), surveillance
of routine health statistics for early detection of `hot spots' of risk (cluster detection), and
investigation of risk in relation to a putative pollution source (point or line source studies).
Recent statistical developments in environmental epidemiology may be found in the edited
volumes by Lawson et al. (1999) and Elliott et al. (2000).

In studies of environmental pollution from point sources in developed countries, unless there
is an accident resulting in a large increase of pollutant (such as that at Chernobyl), the in-
creases in risk are often modest. Occupational studies tend to produce much larger increases.
A number of point source studies have been carried out by the Small Area Health Statistics
Unit (Elliott et al. 1992b) in the UK. Examples include: all incinerators of waste solvents
and oils in Great Britain (Elliott et al. 1992a); a single petrochemical works at Baglan Bay,
Wales (Sans et al. 1995); radio and TV transmitters (Dolk et al. 1997a,b); municipal incin-
erators (Elliott et al. 1996), cokeworks (Dolk et al. 1999); a pesticides factory (Wilkinson
et al. 1997); land�ll sites (Dolk et al. 1998); and industrial complexes that include major oil
re�neries (Wilkinson et al. 1999). These have reported excesses in risk at source in the range
0.1{1.0 that is, relative risks of 1.1{2.0, and are consistent with the value of 1.5 quoted by
Pekkanen and Pearce (2001) as being typical. These relative risks must be viewed in light
of the fact that for cancers in particular there are risk factors that are far more predictive
of disease than environmental factors, for example diet, smoking, alcohol consumption and
genetic factors. Consequently the potential for confounding is strong since ecological studies
do not directly utilise individual-level risk factor data (though strati�cation by age, gender
and socio-economic status is routinely carried out). In Elliott et al. (1992b) a point source
study was carried out to investigate increased risk of meseothelioma in the vicinity of Ply-
mouth docks. This analysis revealed an estimated excess of 11 at source, but further analysis
revealed that this excess was due to occupational, rather than environmental, risk factors.
In the context of occupational epidemiological studies Siemiatycki et al. (1988) investigated
the biases that occur in estimates of relative risk when the variables smoking, ethnic group
and socio-economic status are not incorporated in the analysis. Their conclusions were that
for lung cancer relative risks in excess of 1.4 are unlikely to be artifacts due to uncontrolled
confounding while for bladder and stomach cancer the equivalent �gure was 1.2. These
�gures should be viewed as a lower bound of acceptability for ecological studies since, as
noted above, the within-area variability in exposures/confounders leads to the potential for
a variety of other biases. The e�ects of the bias not only cast doubt on the conclusions of
studies that reveal a small detremental e�ect, but also on studies that reveal no association.

The problems of interpretation in ecological study arise in large part from data quality issues,
beyond the observational and aggregate nature of such studies. In particular, because of the
routinely-collected nature of much of the data utilized in environmental epidemiology errors
in numerator, denominator and in exposure variables may be extremely inuential. For can-
cer cases and hospital admissions, retrospectively, registry (Best and Wake�eld, 1999) and
provider (Aylin et al. 2001) e�ects may also be signi�cant. With respect to the denomina-
tors, the e�ects of under-enumeration at census and migration must be considered. These
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and other data anomalies are not likely to be spatially neutral and could be a signi�cant
contribution to observed variation in risk estimates. Such errors have been described in
detail by Elliott and Wake�eld (1999) and will not be concentrated upon here though the
acknowledgement of their presence is vital, both when statistical analyses are interpreted,
and when the level of statistical sophistication of the analysis is considered. In particular, for
rare diseases analysed at the small area level a small number of cases may e�ectively drive
the analysis and the sensitivity of the conclusions should be assessed by removing these
inuential cases.

The structure of this paper is follows. In Section 2 we introduce notation and review a number
of approaches that are currently used to analyse ecological data. Section 3 considers how
sensitivity to unmeasured confounding may be carried out in ecological studies, a topic that
has received little attention. Such sensitivity analyses have a long history in epidemiology,
see Rothman and Greenland (1998, Chapter 19) for references. In Section 4 the bias due
to aggregation of a nonlinear exposure/risk model is considered and a number of proposed
solutions are critically reviewed. The results of Section 3 are applied in order to produce
a means by which the e�ects of within-area variability in exposures/confounders may be
assessed. A Bayesian non-parametric model for modelling within-area variability is also
proposed. Section 5 provides an interpretation of random e�ects models that are often
utilised in ecological analyses. In Section 6 the modeling of a continuous risk surface is
considered. In the context of the modelling of disease risk in relation to a point/line source
of pollution a number of inconsistencies in parametric approaches are highlighted. In Section
7 we discuss design issues, and in particular how the utility of a particular study may be
determined. Section 8 contains a concluding discussion.

2 Statistical Framework

2.1 Conventional Approaches

We consider a study area A that may be partitioned into sub-areas Ai, i = 1; :::; n, according
to data availability. Within area i we suppose there are Ni =

PC
c=1Nic individuals where

Nic denotes the number of individuals in confounder stratum c, c = 1; :::; C. Typically these
stata will represent age and gender, and possibly a measure of socio-economic status.

Richardson and Montfort (2000) provide a review of approaches to ecological inference in
this context. A basic model for a rare disease is to assume

YijRi � Poisson(Ei �Ri); (1)

where Ei =
P

j Nicpc with pc a `reference probability', and Ri is the relative risk of area
i. In Section 6 we discuss the exact interpretation of Ri. A simple approach to ecological
inference is to obtain the MLE R̂i = Yi=Ei, and regress log R̂i on �

x
i , an area-level measure

of exposure via an additive or multiplicative model. Cook and Pocock (1983) carry out an
analysis within this framework, accounting for spatial dependence via a simple spatial error
model.

The model (1) su�ers from a number of diÆculties. The MLE R̂i is well-known to be highly
variable for rare diseases and so high/low values for particular areas may just be a reection of
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sampling variability. Also, environmental epidemiological data often display overdispersion,
that is the variance exceeds the mean. As described in Section 5, this variability may be
due to unmeasured risk factors with or without spatial dependence. Both imprecision due to
small numbers, and overdispersion, may be addressed via the introduction of random e�ects.
Besag, York and Molli�e (1991) proposed the model

logRi = �0 + �1�
x
i + Ti + Si; (2)

where Tij�
2

t � N(0; �2t ) denote unstructured (independent) random e�ects, and Si random
e�ects with spatial structure. Besag, York and Molli�e (1991) modelled the latter using the
intrinsic conditional autoregressive (ICAR) model in which one considers the conditional
distribution of SijSj; j 2 @i where @i represents the indices of a set of `neighbouring' areas.
Speci�cally, SijSj ; j 2 @i � N( �Si; �

2

s=mi), where �Si =
1

mi

P
j2@i Sj andmi denotes the number

of neighbours. This model has the advantage of being computationally straightforward to
implement and non-stationary. The latter is appealing in terms of exibility, though the
level of non-stationarity, in terms of the set of risks that may be represented has not been
investigated. For example, it is unlikely that discontinuities due to geographical features
such as rivers or mountains could be well-modelled with a normal model, though a double
exponential model may be more amenable to such features (Besag, York and Mollie, 1991;
Best et al. 1999). If discontinuities of this type are expected then appropriate covariates
may be incorporatd in (2). The model does not consider the positions, sizes and shapes of
the areas, and the interpretation of �2s is diÆcult unless each area has a constant number
of neighbours, which makes prior elicitation and interpretation more diÆcult. The non-
stationarity also makes model checking more troublesome since the joint model is improper
and so there is no distribution with which marginal random e�ect estimates may be compared
(though the speci�cation of one random e�ect, or the mean of the collection, yields a proper
prior).

An alternative approach is to model the joint collection S = (S1; :::; Sn)
0. An example that

has been considered by, amongst others, Best et al. (1999) and Wake�eld and Morris (1999),
is Sj�s � Nn(0n;�s) where 0n denotes an n � 1 vector of zeroes, and �sij = �2s exp(�dij�)
where dij is the distance between the centroids of areas i and j. This model has the advantage
of simple interpretation of the parameters �2s and �, so that prior distributions are more
straightforward to specify; �2s is a marginal variance and so is directly comparable to �2t and
log 2=� denotes the distance at which correlations fall to 0.5. We note that measuring the
extent of spatial variability as a function of the total variability is not straightforward since
� needs to be considered also; one possibility is to consider the posterior distribution of j�sj.
The joint model also ignores the topology of the areas and is computationally intensive. The
stationarity may be restrictive, and the importance of the choice of correlation function also
needs to be determined. For both the conditional and the joint models, realisations of Ti, Si
and logRi may be generated and examined to assess the level of residual variability, spatial
and otherwise.

Rather than model conditionally or jointly, it is more natural to construct a model from the
underlying continuous risk surface, an approach we discuss in Section 6.
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2.2 Individual-Level Models

We now describe a hypothetical individual-level model. We let Yicj = 0=1 represent the event
that individual j in stratum c of area i is a non-case/case. We denote exposures of interest
by Xicj, and confounders by Uicj. We then have the individual-level model

E[YicjjXki; Uicj] = p(Xicj; Uicj): (3)

Then
Yicj jXicj; Uicj � Bernoullifp(Xicj; Uicj)g:

We may have an additive model

p(Xicj; Uicj) = �0 +Xicj�1 + Uicj�2; (4)

in which �1; �2 represent risk di�erences, or a multiplicative model

p(Xicj; Uicj) = exp(�0 +Xicj�1 + Uicj�2); (5)

where e�1 ; e�2 are relative risks. Here and throughout we assume there are no contextual
e�ects so we do not, for example, consider models of the form

p(Xicj; Uicj) = �0 +Xicj�
w
1
+ �Xi�

b
1
+ Uicj�2:

Sheppard (2001) contains discussion of such models. We have also assumed that the risk
parameters are constant across areas.

3 Sensitivity to an Unmeasured Confounder

In this section we discuss a number of models that may be used to assess the potential e�ect
of unmeasured confounding, both between and within areas. Such sensitivity studies have
a long history in epidemiology, beginning with Corn�eld et al. (1959). In this section, for
clarity, we assume no measured confounders and consider various scenarios.

3.1 Additive Model

The most general model we consider is given by

E[Yij jXij; Uij] = �0 + �1Xij + �2Uij: (6)

In the following let �xi = E[Xij ji] and �
u
i = E[Uijji]: If there is no between-area confounding

(so that �xi and �
u
i are independent) then

E[Yijj�
x
i ] = ��

0
+ �1�

x
i ;

where ��
0
= �0+�2�

u
i , and so, even if there is within-area confounding, no bias will result. It

also follows that regardless of the within-area behaviour, if we have measured all confounders
at the area-level, there will be no confounding. If an individual-level study were carried
out in any one area, however and U were unmeasured then bias would result, showing that
ecological studies can provide improvements on individual-level studies. One of the examples
of Greenland and Robins (1994) is based on this scenario.
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3.1.1 Binary variables

Suppose X and U are both binary in which case

�xi = Pr(Xij = 1ji) and �ui = Pr(Uij = 1ji):

We de�ne Pr(Uij = 1jXij = x; i) = Pix; x = 0; 1, i = 1; :::; n, so that �ui = Pr(Uij = 1ji) =
Pr(Uij = 1j�xi = 1; i) = Pi0 + (Pi1 � Pi0)�

x
i . Under this model we have confounding both

within and between areas. No confounding corresponds to Pi0 = Pi1 = Pi. In general we
have

E[Yij j�
x
i ] = �0 + �2Pi0 + f�1 + �2(Pi1 � Pi0)g;

and so when the model
E[Yij j�

x
i ] = �?

0i + �?
1i�

x
i ; (7)

is �tted we have
�?
0i = �0 + �2Pi0

and
�?
1i = �1 + �2(Pi1 � Pi0):

As an example of sensitivity to within-area confounding, suppose that Y = 0=1 repre-
sents absence/presence of lung cancer, X = 0=1 low radon/high radon and U = 0=1 a�u-
ent/deprived, so that Pix = Pr(deprivedjradon x; i). Suppose P0 =0.1, P1=0.3 so that the
probability of being deprived is three times higher if resident in a high radon area. If there is
no e�ect of radon on lung cancer (�1 = 0) and �2 =0.1, but we do not measure deprivation
then we would estimate the risk di�erence as �?

1
= 0:02. Conversely if there is an e�ect of

�1 =0.02, this could be lost if �2 =0.05, P0 =0.5, P1 =0.1 (to give �
?
1
= 0).

We now briey consider the situation in which we have an interaction, i.e.

E[YijjXij; Uij] = �0 + �1Xij + �2Uij + �3XijUij:

We have
E[XijUijj�

x
i ; �

u
i ] = Pi1�

x
i ;

which allows the sensitivity to be addressed. Laserre et al. (1999) examine this model when
only �xi and �

u
i are measured and advocate

E[XijUijj�
x
i ; �

u
i ] � �xi �

u
i

which corresponds to independence, that is, Pi1 = �ui .

3.1.2 Normal variables

Now consider the case of no interaction and continuous exposure/confounder. Again we
assume that an area-level summary of the exposure is available only. Recall that when an
additive model is appropriate, we only need to worry about between-area confounding. A
convenient between-area model is given by"

�xi
�ui

#
� N

 "
�x

�u

#
;

"
�x �xu

�ux �u

#!
; (8)
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where �ux = �(�x�u)1=2.

With model (6), if we regress on �xi only we obtain (7) with

�?
0

= �0 + �2f�
u � �x(�u=�x)1=2�g;

�?
1

= �1 + �2(�
u=�x)1=2�: (9)

As expected the e�ect will be overestimated if �2 > 0 and � > 0. The extent of the bias is
determined by the ratio of the standard deviations of the confounder to the exposure which
is intuitively reasonable.

Water constituents such as magnesium and calcium, or magnesium and a continuous measure
of socio-economic status, are examples of continuous exposures/confounders for which this
model may be useful. For example if �x = �u then �?

1
=0.05 could be obtained from �1 = 0,

� =0.5 and �2 =0.1. This model may simply extended to multiple confounders, as described
in the next section.

3.2 Multiplicative Model

Now suppose we have the model

E[YijjXij ; Uij] = exp(�0 + �1Xij + �2Uij): (10)

In the absence of between-area confounding, within-area confounding may lead to bias, in
contrast to the additive model case. If we wanted to simulate a scenario in which there were
within-area confounding but no between-area confounding we could assume �xi and �

u
i were

independent and then model the within-area confounding via odds ratios  i, i = 1; :::; n.

3.2.1 Binary variables

We �rst suppose that Xij and Uij are binary and as with the additive model assume Pix =
Pr(U = 1j�xi = x; i): We will examine the bias that results when the model

E[Yij j�
x
i ] = exp(��

0
+ ��

1
�xi ); (11)

is �tted, which is equivalent to

E[Yij j�
x
i ] = ��

0
+ ��

1
�xi ; (12)

where ��
0
= exp(��

0
) and ��

1
= exp(��

0
)fexp(��

1
)�1g and the relative risk exp(��

1
) = 1+��

1
=��

0
.

A loglinear regression of Yij on �
x
i produces

E[Yij j�
x
i ] = exp(��

i0 + ��
i1�

x
i );

where

�?
0i = �0 + log[(1� Pi0) + Pi0 exp(�2)];

�?
1i = �1 + log

(
(1� Pi1) + Pi1 exp(�2)

(1� Pi0) + Pi0 exp(�2)

)
:
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Lin, Psaty and Kronmal (1999) obtain this form when �xi = 0=1 is constant within areas. An
obvious way to examine sensitivity to between-area confounding is to assume that Pi0 = P0
and Pi1 = P1. For such a choice, an observed relative risk of e

�?
1 =1.2 could be obtained with

�1 = 0, e�2 =1.5, P0 =0.1 and P1 =0.5. The chance of not measuring a confounder with a
relative risk of 1.5 that is �ve times more prevalent in exposed than non-exposed individuals
may be viewed as unlikely, but with multiple confounders the relative risks and strength of
dependence are reduced (as is demonstrated in the next section).

3.2.2 Normal variables

Now consider continuous exposure/confounders and suppose that (8) applies. If we assume
that there is no within-area variability in exposures or confounders then coeÆcients of model
(11) are given by (9). We stress that here we are interested in bias, the distribution of the
data is no longer Poisson in general, and in particular the variance is larger than the mean.

The extension to multiple confounders is straightforward. Suppose

E[YijXi; U1i; :::; UCi] = exp

 
�0 + �1Xi + �2

CX
c=1

Uci

!
:

Then under multivariate normality of Xi; U1i; :::; UCi with corr(Xi; Uci) = � and var(X) =
var(Uci) we have

E[YijXi] = �?
0
+ �?

1
Xi;

where
�?
1
= �1 + �2C�;

so that if �1 = 0 we have �?
1
= �2 � C � � showing the exact interplay between number of

confounders, strength of dependence, and resultant estimate (when there is no association).
For example C = 4 confounders each having a correlation of 0.25 with the exposure, and
e�2 =1.2 yield an observed relative risk of e�

?

1 =1.2.

Now consider the situation in which we have within and between area confounding but we
measure both �xi and �

u
i . If we assume"

Xij

Uij

#
� N

 "
�xi
�ui

#
;

"
�x
i �xu

i

�ux
i �u

i

#!
;

then we obtain

E[Yijj�
x
i ; �

u
i ] = expf�1�

x
i + �2�

u
i + (�2

1
�x
i + �2

2
�u
i + 2�1�2�

xu
i )=2g: (13)

The terms exp(�2
1
�x
i =2) and exp(�2

2
�u
i =2) arise due to pure speci�cation bias (see next sec-

tion) while the within-area confounding is responsible for the term exp(2�1�2�
xu
i =2). If the

variances/covariances are constant, or independent of �xi then no bias will result.

3.3 Overdispersion

In practice, one indicator of the presence of unmeasured variables is the extent of overdisper-
sion. Quasi-likelihood provides a simple method for estimating the latter via speci�cation of
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the �rst two moments only. Alternatively, random e�ects models, such as those described in
Section 2.1 may be �tted. For the models considered here a natural choice is

var(Yij�
x
i ) = E[Yij�

x
i ](1 + E[Yij�

x
i ]� c): (14)

One situation that leads to this relationship occurs when we have

E[Yij�
x
i ; �

u
i ] = exp(�0 + �1�

x
i + �2�

u
i );

with �xi and �
u
i independent, in which case

E[Yij�
x
i ] = Ei exp(�

�
0
+ �1�

x
i ): (15)

If Æi = exp(�2�
u
i ) �iid Ga(au; bu) (so that the unmeasured variables follow a log gamma

distribution) we have (15) with ��
0
= �0+log au� log bu, and (14) with c = 1=au. The choice

�ui �iid N(�u;�u) gives ��
0
= �0 + �2�

u + �2
2
�u=2 and c = exp(�u) � 1. This latter model

will be considered in Section 5. The speci�cation

Æi = exp(�2�
u
i ) � Gaf Ei exp(�0 + �1�

x
i )b

uE[exp(�2�
u
i )]; Ei exp(�0 + �1�

x
i )b

u g

leads to (15) with ��
0
= �0 + logE[exp(�2�

u
i ] and var(Yij�

x
i ) = E[Yij�

x
i ](1 + �) with � =

1=bu. This variance function was assumed by Diggle et al. (1997) as a pragmatic means of
incorporating extra-Poisson variability. This model is not so easily-interpretable, however,
since

var(Æi) =
E[exp(�2�

u
i )]

Ei exp(�0 + �1�xi )b
u
:

Although the above models do not examine bias due to confounding, a large value of c or
� does indicate there are unmeasured variables (or data anomalies), some of which may
be confounders, and indicate that caution should be exercised when interpreting observed
associations.

4 Pure Speci�cation Bias

In this section we assume for simplicity that there are no confounders and consider in isolation
the e�ect of aggregation of the individual exposure/risk model, Greenland (1992) has termed
this pure speci�cation bias.

4.1 Parametric Approach

We assume a univariate continuous exposure and that within area i, Xj�i � f(�j�i) where
�i denotes a set of parameters that characterise the exposure. Then, for individual j in area
i, j = 1; :::; ni,

Yijj�; �i � Bernoullifp(�i)g;

where
p(�i) = EXj�i [p(X)] =

Z
p(x)f(xj�i)dx:
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If exposures are independent within areas, and the outcome is rare

Yij�; �i � Poissonfnip(�i)g;

where Yi =
Pni

j=1 Yij .

If we have the additive model p(x) = �0 + �1x then no bias arises since p(�i) = �0 + �1�
x
i

where �xi = E[Xji]. For the multiplicative model p(x) = exp(�0 + �1x) we have

p(�i) = exp(�0)E[exp(X�1)] (16)

(Richardson, Stucker and Hemon 1987) where the expectation is with respect to Xj�i. For
the case Xj�i � N(�xi ;�

x
i ) with �i = (�xi ;�

x
i ) where �

x
i = E[Xij ji] and �x

i = var(Xijji) we
obtain

p(�i) = exp(�0 + �1�
x
i + �2

1
�x
i =2): (17)

In the unlikely event that �x
i is constant across areas there will no bias (Plummer and

Clayton, 1996). We describe a simple method for determining the extent of the bias using
ideas from the last section. Suppose that across areas we have

�x
i � a+ b�xi ;

then
E[Yij j�

x
i ] � exp(�?

0
+ �?

1
�xi );

with �?
0
= �0+a�

2

1
=2, �?

1
= �1+b�

2

1
=2. Hence if �1 > 0 and, as we would expect, the variance

increases with the mean then ignoring within-area variability will lead to overestimation of
�1. If �1 < 0 so that the exposure is protective, then with b > 0 the size of the e�ect will
be underestimated and may even change sign. Hence in the magnesium study reported by
Maheswaran (1999), although no protective e�ect of magnesium was found, this could have
been lost due to within-area variability in magnesium (which was substantial, Wake�eld and
Morris, 1999). It has been recognised that many ecological studies �nd larger e�ects than
their individual-level counterparts.

Many environmental exposures are well-modelled by lognormal distributions but the moment
generating function of a lognormal does not exist and so (16) cannot be evaluated. Wake�eld
and Salway (2001) give the form of this function for a gamma within-area distribution.

As a �nal example we consider the case in which the within-area distribution is approximated
by a uniform distribution. This may provide a method of assessing the sensitivity when
in each area some measure of the spread in exposure is available. The choice Xj�i �
U(�xi � ci; �

x
i + ci), with �i = (�xi ; ci), gives

p(�i) = exp(�0 + �1�
x
i )
(e�1ci � e��1ci)

2ci�1
;

for �1 6= 0. Hence there is no bias if ci is constant across areas. Greenland (1992) also
considered this choice and examined via simulation the e�ect on estimation of a uniformly
distributed exposure and a uniformly distributed covariate that were independent across
areas.

There are a number of disadvantages to the parametric approach. In particular the distri-
bution Xj�i needs to be known and suÆcient within-area samples are required for accurate
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estimation of �i. Wake�eld and Salway (2001) show how for small within-area samples the es-
timation of the variance in particular is highly unstable and can lead to inaccurate inference.
They also illustrate how the parametric approach may account for the measurement error
model and this approach was used to model the relationship between childhood leukaemia
and benzene by Best et al. (2001). To alleviate the instability, one possibility is to model
the variance as a smooth function of the mean.

4.2 Aggregate Data Approach

Prentice and Sheppard (1995) consider the situation in which survey data on individual
exposures and confounders is available on a subset of mi (2 � mi � ni) individuals from
each area, see also Sheppard and Prentice (1995).

The likelihood is analytically intractable but the �rst two moments may be readily evalu-
ated and so an estimating functions approach is possible where each of the mean, variance
and derivatives can be approximated using the subsample Xmi

i . For example the mean is
approximated by mip(X

mi

i ) where

p(Xmi

i ) = E[YijjX
mi

i ] =
e�0

mi

miX
j=1

exp(XT
ij�1): (18)

Each of the area survey averages for the mean, variance and vector of derivatives are unbiased
with respect to the sampling distribution of Xmi

i but for any speci�c realisation, bias will be
present in the estimating function containing these estimates. Prentice and Sheppard (1995)
discuss this bias in the case of Vk(�) = 1 and determine an unbiased estimating function by
explicitly calculating the bias.

There are a number of advantages to the aggregate data approach and many of the problems
with the standard ecological analysis can be overcome, see Guthrie and Sheppard (1999) and
Wake�eld and Salway (2001).

If a closed form expression cannot be found for a particular within area exposure distribution
for area k, f(�j�i), then one may proceed using Monte Carlo integration. Speci�cally we may
estimate E[exp(XT�1)] by

p̂1(�i) =
e�0

Mi

MiX
j=1

exp(XT
j �1); (19)

where Xjj�i �iid f(�j�i), j = 1; :::;Mi represents a random sample. A similar approach may
be taken for more general risk/exposure models.

4.3 A Bayesian Non-Parametric Approach

In the previous sections we have described approaches for dealing with within-area variability
based on the assumption of a parametric distribution for this variability and on surveys of
sampled values. It is still an open question as to the size of such surveys that are required
but it seems clear that very small surveys will provide very little information for reliable
inference (and this was seen in the limited simulations of Wake�eld and Salway, 2001). In
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this section we will describe a speculative procedure that is intended for those situations in
which we have sparse survey data but additional information, for example some idea of the
mean and variance of the within-area exposure distribution.

The approach is Bayesian and is based on the Dirichlet process prior of Ferguson (1973). We
assume that the univariate exposure within area i, Xij arise from the unknown distribution
function Fi. From a Bayesian perspective we need to place a prior distribution on this
distribution function. We assume a Dirichlet process prior, denoted DPP(F0i; �i) where F0i
is a baseline measure that is our prior guess of the distribution and �i may be viewed as the
sample size associated with the speci�cation F0i (see below).

Now suppose we observe a sample of exposure measurements within the areas, Xij; j =
1; :::;mi; i = 1; :::; N;mi � 0. We then have

p(Xmi

i ; F0i; �i) = E[exp(Xi�1)jX
mi

i ; F0i; �i]

= e�0

8<
: �i
�i +mi

E[exp(Xi�1)jF0i] +
mi

�i +mi

1

mi

miX
j=1

exp(XT
ij�)

9=
; ; (20)

a weighted combination of the prior guess and the average of the sampled exposure/risk
models. Here E[exp(XT

i �)jF0i] is the cumulant generating function with respect to the
distribution F0i (the normal distribution is an obvious choice). This expression also illustrates
why �i may be viewed as a prior sample size. Note that �i = 0 produces the aggregate data
approach of Section 4.2 and mi = 0 the parametric approach of Section 4.1; and that, in
general, some areas may have no information concerning the parametric form, or any survey
information. We may use model (20) for inference from either a likelihood or Bayesian
perspective.

5 Interpretation of Random E�ects Models

5.1 Residual Modeling

When model (2) is �tted, one interpretation of the random e�ects is that they are accounting
for unmeasured confounders, and for errors in the data. To be more explicit, suppose the
`true' model is given by YijRi �iid Poisson(EiRi), but we observe E

?
i where

logEi = logE?
i + Ti; (21)

Tij�
2

t �iid N(0; �2t ), so that we have a Berkson errors-in-varables model (e.g., Carroll, Rup-
pert and Stefanski, 1995) for data anomalies. Further assume that

logRi = �0 + �1�
x
i + �2�

u
i ; (22)

where the risk factors �ui � N(�u;�u), i = 1; :::; n.

Now suppose we observe fYi; �
x
i ; E

?
i g, i = 1; :::; n and assume the model YijR

?
i �iid Poisson(E

?
iR

?
i ):

We then obtain
logR?

i = �?
0
+ �?

1
�xi + Ti + Si;
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with
�?
0
= �0 + �2t =2 + �u�2;

Tij�
2

t �iid N(0; �2t ), (S1; :::; SN )
0j�s � N(0;�s) and �s = �2

2
�u, which is identical to model

(2). This make clear that the random e�ects Ti are equal to �
u
i � �u, i = 1; :::; n.

In the above we have assumed that the risk factors are constant within areas. Sections 3 and
4 indicate that the random e�ects could also be representing within-area variability in expo-
sures/confounders; for example Ti and Si may be soaking up the (�

2

1
�x
i +�

2

2
�u
i +2�1�2�

xu
i )=2

term in equation (13). This provides some backing to the statement of Bernardinelli et
al. (1995, p. 2436) that: `A cluster size bigger than the area size leads to a [spatial struc-
tured] clusteringmodel, while a cluster size smaller than the area size leads to a heterogeneity
model'. We note that in Section 3 we described models that were marginalised across un-
measured area-level variables, here we are considering conditional models. In the former case
the response will usually be no longer Poisson (due to overdispersion) while in the latter the
Poisson assumption may be reasonable.

In general �?
1
6= �1 due to unmeasured confounding (Clayton, Bernardinelli and Montomoli,

1993), this is elaborated upon in Section 3. This issue remains one of the most diÆcult
in environmental epidemiology and is independent of within-area variability in exposure.
Even the decision as to whether to include measures of latitude and longitude in the linear
predictor can have a large impact on the regression coeÆcient of the exposure of interest,
possibly removing part of the exposure e�ect (if there is a north-south or east-west trend
in the exposure). The decision essentially comes down to whether one believes there are
unmeasured confounders with longitude or latitude trends (so that the latter are plausible
surrogates).

To summarise, random e�ects may be thought to be accommodating any or all of data
anomalies, within-area variability in risk factors, and unmeasured between-area risk factors.
The spatial pattern of such quantities determines whether spatial or non-spatial random
e�ects are dominant.

5.2 Non-Constant Relative Risks

We now consider the situation in which data from multiple point or line sources are available.
Such a design is appealing since confounding is less likely over multiple sites, and problems
of the lack of an a priori hypothesis are not present. A number of multiple-site studies have
been carried out, for example Elliott et al. (1997) considered 72 municipal incinerators in
the United Kingdom, analysing each separately via Stone's test and combining the resultant
p-values, and Dolk et al. (1998) examined 21 European land�ll sites and modeled the relative
risks from each as random e�ects. We examine a number of situations that motivate such
models. We assume that

Yij�i � Poissonfni exp(�i)g; (23)

for i = 1; :::; N , where exp(�i) represents the relative risk associated with `proximity' (for
example, within 2km) to point/line-source i, and ni denotes the number of individuals close
to i, i = 1; :::; N . For clarity we have ignored strati�cation variables, these may be considered
by replacing ni by Ei. At the second stage of the model, the log relative risks are assumed
to arise from some distribution, with the usual choice being the normal.
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Again it is bene�cial to begin at the level of the individual. We assume that E[Yij jXij] =
exp(�0 + �1Xij), where Xij represents the exposure of individual j who is close to point
source i, i = 1; � � � ; N , j = 1; � � � ; ni.

In the �rst scenario suppose that Xij � N(�xi ;�
x
i ) denotes the exposure distribution of

individuals in proximity to site i. Then we obtain (23) with �i = �0 + �1�
x
i + �2

1
�x
i =2. A

constant relative risk is obtained only if the exposure mean and variance are constant across
sites. Hence in this scenario the random e�ect is accounting for between-site variability in
exposure.

In the second situation we again suppose there is a constant e�ect but that there is an
unmeasured between-site variable �ui . This leads to (23) with

�i = �0 + logE[exp(�1X)] + logE[exp(�2�
u
i )];

where the �rst expectation is with respect to the exposure distribution and the second
expectation is with respect to the distribution across areas of �ui .

Finally the randon e�ects model could be due to e�ect modi�cation by area so that at the
individual level the relative risk for site i is given by exp(�1i), i = 1; � � � ; N . Such modi�cation
could be due to an interaction between the e�ect of exposure and characteristics of the
individuals in area i (for example the socio-economic status of the individuals).

The plausibility that at least one of non-constant exposure distributions/unmeasured vari-
ables/e�ect modi�cation would indicate that it would be bene�cial to incorporate random
e�ects into the modelling of relative risks when multiple point/line-source data are available.

6 Continuous Risk Surface Modelling

The majority of the approaches to risk modelling with aggregate data have directly modelled
the quantities Ri in equation (1). An alternative that has intuitive appeal is to consider the
underyling relative risk surface, R(s), where s denotes spatial location. A variety of choices
exist for the underlying continuous model, the diÆculty lies in the aggregation step. Diggle
(1990) originally considered Poisson point process models for non-aggregate data, Wolpert
and Ickstadt (1998) and Best, Ickstadt and Wolpert (2001) gamma random �eld models,
and Kelsall and Wake�eld (2001) Gaussian random �eld models. Diggle, Tawn and Moyeed
(1998) discuss Gaussian random �eld models in the context of point data.

We begin by assuming that cases follow a Poisson process with intensity

�(s)� p(s);

where �(s) represents the population at risk at spatial location s. For area i we then have

Yi � Poisson(Ni � e�0 �Ri);

where e�0 is the overall risk,

Ri =
Z
Ai

f(s)R(s)ds;

R(s) is the relative risk, and f(s) is a distribution representing the population density at
location s. The naive interpretation is that Ri represents the relative risk of each of the
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individuals within area i. This is only true if R(s) = RiI(s 2 Ai), that is, constant relative
risk. The correct interpretation is that Ri is the average relative risk with respect to f(s); s 2
Ai.

In many cases we may be able to model f(s) as piecewise uniform, i.e. as

f(s) = I(s 2 Aik)� fik; k = 1; :::; Ki;

where Ki is the number of uniform subregions and

KiX
k=1

fikjAikj = 1:

In this case we obtain

Ri =
KiX
k=1

RikfikjAikj;

where Rik = jAikj
�1
R
Aik

R(s)ds: This formulation shows that we have a deconvolution prob-
lem and to identify R(s) we need to propose a model since there are an in�nite number of
possible collections fRi1; :::; RiKi

g that result in any particular value of Ri.

As a simple example we assume that the only spatial variability in risk arises from an exposure
X(s) via a multiplicative exposure/risk model. In this case we have R(s) = expf�1X(s)g.
If we sample individuals in area i according to f(�) and X(s) � N(�xi ;�

x
i ) then we obtain

Ri = exp(�1�
x
i + �2

1
�x
i =2) = e��0 � p(�i);

where �i = (�xi ;�
x
i ), as in Section 4.1. The Poisson model is appropriate if the exposures

are independent within areas (which is unlikely to be true for environmental exposures).

A number of authors have considered the modelling of disease risk in relation to a point
source of pollution using a parametric exposure/risk model (e.g. Diggle, 1990; Diggle and
Rowlingson 1994; Lawson, 1993; Diggle et al. 1997; Wake�eld and Morris, 2001). Lawson
(1993) considers risk as a function of orientation and allows a non-monotonic distance-risk
relationship, the remainder of the approaches model risk as a monotonic function of distance.
All approaches ignore the aggregate version of the model, however. Diggle and Elliott (1995)
have discussed the problems of aggregation in the situation of modelling risk in relation to
a point source.

We consider the model
R(s) = 1 + � exp(��jjs� s0jj); (24)

where s0 is the location of a putative point source (Diggle, 1990). The ecological model

Ri = 1 + � exp(��Æavei ) (25)

where Æavei represents the population-weighted centroid is that which is often assumed. Let
Æ = jjs� s0jj then, from (24)

Ri = 1 + �
Z
Di

f(Æ) exp(��Æ)dÆ;
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where f(Æ) represents the population density as a function of distance. If, for example, we
assume f(Æ) is uniform on (Æavei � Æ0i ; Æ

ave
i + Æ0i ), then we obtain

Ri = 1 + � exp

(
��Æavei

(e�Æ
0

i � e��Æ
0

i )

2Æ0i

)
: (26)

Model (26) will not necessarily be monotonic decreasing in Æavei though areas of the same
size and uniform density give the closest link between the point and ecological models. If
information is available on the population density within area i then (26) may be directly
used. Although it is important to be aware of the inconsistency between (24) and (25),
the latter was initially proposed as a model that could pick up broad trends in the risk
surface and so its use is still merited, though estimated risk/distance functions should not
be over-interpreted. Similarly estimates for particular areas should be viewed with caution.

Stone (1988) proposed a test of the hypothesis H0 : R1 � R2 � ::: � Rn where the areas
have been ordered so that Ri represents the relative risk in the area that is i�th closest to s0.
Again this approach is not consistent when the underlying population density is considered
since monotonic R(Æ) is not equivalent to monotonic Ri.

In this paper the temporal behaviour of exposures has not been considered. We now briey
discuss a space/time formulation and assume that cumulative exposure is relevant. In general
we have Yi � Poisson(Ni � e�0 �Ri); where

Ri =
Z T

�T

Z
Ai

expf�1X(s; t)gdsdt;

and (�T; T ) is the study period. As a simple example suppose X(s; t) � N(�xi + bxi t;�
x
i )

so that the exposure follows a linear relationship over time (though the relationship is area-
speci�c). Then

Ri = exp(�1�
x
i + �2

1
�x
i =2)� ci

where ci = [exp(�1b
x
i T )� exp(��1b

x
i T )] =�1b

x
i may be ignored if bxi is independent of i, i.e. if

time trends are constant across areas. Hence the naive ecological regression in which the
relative risk is regressed on �xi implicitly assumes that any within-area variability in exposure
is constant across areas, and that time trends are similar across areas.

This brief discussion indicates that it is bene�cial to have exposure/confounder data available
both within areas and across time to gain an understanding of the spatio-temporal exposure
surface. Shaddick and Wake�eld (2001) carried out an analysis of daily monitored levels of
four air pollutants across eight sites in order to inform a study of the health e�ects of acute
pollution. They found that for each pollutant the majority of the variability was across time
and so modelling the spatial variability was of secondary importance.

7 Ecological Study Design

There has been little consideration of design in an ecological setting, Plummer and Clayton
(1996) and Sheppard, Prentice and Rossing (1996) are two exceptions. The discussion of
Sections 3{6 indicate that beyond the need for exposure variability across areas and a consid-
eration of data quality issues, there is a need to understand the likely extent of within- and
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between area confounding and the within-area variability in exposure (which unfortunately
is likely to be larger if between-area contrasts are large).

As described in Section 4, the fundamental problem of ecological inference is the within-
area variability in exposures and confounders. The collection of individual-level data is
vital to help alleviate ecological bias. Richardson, Stucker and Hemon (1987) proposed
making parametric assumptions on exposures and confounders within areas, while Prentice
and Sheppard (1995) described an alternative strategy in which subsamples of exposures
and confounders were obtained within areas. Both of these procedures require samples
within areas, the latter explicitly, and the former implicitly in order to estimate the relevant
moments (and to examine the appropriateness of the assumed distributional form).

Prentice and Sheppard (1995) proposed their method in the context of the situation in which
samples were routinely-available through surveys for example, hence random sampling was
utilized. Here we consider the situation in which an environmental epidemiological study is
envisaged and individual-level data may be collected. Non-random sampling via two-phase
approaches may be carried out to increase eÆciency, and have proved useful in a range
of epidemiological contexts (White, 1982; Breslow and Cain, 1988; Breslow and Holubkov;
1998; Scott and Wild, 1997).

Here we briey describe one possible two-phase design that may be used in an environmental
epidemiological setting. As a context we describe a study that investigated death from
myocardial infarction as a function of the water constituents magnesium, calcium, uoride
and lead, with known confounders age, gender and socio-economic status (Maheswaran et
al. 1999). For each area we have the number of cases and the population at risk, by age and
gender. In the notation of Breslow and Chatterjee (1999) we let S = j; j = 1; :::; J index the
J stratum that consist of a strati�cation of the exposure variables and the confounders. For
example, each of the N individuals in the study region can be assigned a low/high value of
each of the water constituents and socio-economic status, based on the area in which they live.
Along with (say) ten age bands and gender we therefore have 23�2�10�2 = 320 = J strata.
Sampling within the 2J stratum for cases and controls may then be carried out. Breslow
and Cain (1988) advocate sampling numbers as equal as possible within each stratum for
improved eÆciency. A crucial assumption here is that once we have adjusted for confounders
and exposures, the area is no longer important as a predictor, this will be inappropriate as
will usually be the case when there is clustering of unmeasured risk factors within areas. To
overcome this we are currently working on a hybrid two-stage, two-phase design in which the
clustered sampling is accounted for. Korn and Graubard (1999) discuss multistage sampling
in the context of health surveys. A diÆculty with the overall approach is the retrospective
collection of the exposure data, diseases with short latencies (congenital malformations, for
example) would therefore be more amenable to studies of this type. Studies investigating
the link between air pollution and hospitalisation may also be well-suited to this design.

8 Discussion

In this paper we have described a number of the sources of bias in ecological studies. Although
the modelling of residual spatial variability in risk is important, it will usually be of secondary
importance when compared to assessing/modelling the e�ect of unmeasured confounding and
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within-area variability. The existence and usual extent of data anomalies also indicate that
robust methods are important in this setting.

The discussion of Section 5 indicates that when ecological regression analyses are carried out,
both spatial and non-spatial random e�ects should be included, and if multiple point/line-
sources are considered then a random e�ects approach is recommended. When mutiple sites
are considered the model (23) may be considered, or (25) with � and �, the parameters
describing the risk-distance relationship, allowed to be random e�ects. Such a model was
described by Wake�eld and Morris (2001) though whether the quality of the data support
such a choice must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. Whenever random e�ects are
included addressing the sensitivity of inference to the prior distributions, particularly on
variance components, is vital. As with all random e�ects modelling, it is also important
to try to determine sources of variability; in Section 5 a number of potential sources were
described.

If `small' relative risks are envisaged then within-area samples of exposures/confounders are
essential if any faith is to be placed in observed associations. In particular an understanding
of the spatial and temporal variability in exposures, and the role played by measurement
error is essential for choosing an appropriate statistical model.
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